Lisk Fact Sheet
Mission Statement
In a world where only developers with a very speciﬁc skill-set can create blockchain applications, Lisk
provides inspiration, access and support in the form of great tools to anyone who wants to realize the
opportunity of applied blockchain technology.

Founders

CEO & President, Max Kordek and CTO & Vice President, Oliver Beddows

Headquarters

Zug, Switzerland

Founded

January 30, 2016

Network Live

May 24, 2016

Capital Raised from ICO

14,052 BTC

ICO Timeframe

February - March 2016

Peak Market Cap

$4.5 Billion (January 7, 2018)

Number of employees

44

Lisk Wallets Created

193,821

Sector

Software, FinTech, Blockchain, Cryptocurrencies

Companies of the
Lisk Foundation
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Lisk, Lightcurve

Lisk Fact Sheet
Lisk Products
Lisk Core

Lisk Core is a tool for advanced technical users who want to access Lisk’s
main network blockchain data, secure the network infrastructure or attain
delegate forging access.

Lisk Hub

Lisk Hub is an all-in-one solution to manage Lisk IDs, access and send LSK
tokens, as well as vote for delegates. It combines functionality from the
former wallet and blockchain explorer. In the future, Lisk Hub will feature
a DEX (decentralized exchange), sidechain registration and the ability to
launch ICOs.

Lisk Commander

Lisk Commander is a CLI to the Lisk Core APIs. In the future, it will support
developers in bootstrapping and managing sidechains.

Lisk Elements

Lisk Elements is a collection of libraries, such as the shared cryptography,
an API representation, transaction logic for local signing and important
constants for the ecosystem.

Lisk Nano

Lisk Nano is the old Lisk wallet that enables you to access your Lisk ID. It
provides a minimal user interface and a wide range of functionalities for
beginners and advanced users. With Lisk Nano, there is no need for
blockchain synchronization as it connects directly to the Lisk network.
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